
Feedback on iMAP from Tongji University

Landing page
The landing page is extremely well done, no improvements seem necessary.

Map
The map page is the most impressive, reminding that iGEM has a truly global reach. 
There are however a few improvements that can be made:
-The iGEM logo covers part of the content of the page (especially the search bar) 
and is generally difficult to distinguish on dark backgrounds. A lighter version of the 
logo may be created or, if the iGEM foundation doesn’t allow that, a lighter 
background could solve the issue.
-The header covers part of the content, in particular the search bar making it difficult 
or even, in some smaller screen configurations, impossible to access.
-The filter at the bottom is very useful when displaying the ‘track’, but doesn’t make 
sense when used with ‘introduction’ which being different for every school makes the 
filter on ‘introduction’ useless.
-The filter section also seems to be occasionally partially covered by the footer.
-Finally the footer seems to have a few links that simply redirect to the main page. 
These include ‘Company Journal,’ ‘Product Support’ and ‘Privacy Policy.’

Upload Page
I wasn’t able to upload a test file, but that’s probably just because the software is still 
in a work in progress.
The ‘© Copyright Shanghai Jiao Tong 2016.’ tag at the bottom is aligned to the left.

Download Page
Same as for the Upload Page.

Base
In the ‘Device Design’ section the section in which to drag the icons should be boxed 
to show clearly what should be done (since right now there is so much blank space 
that it’s not clear if it’s referring to the section above or below). Also, it’s not clear 
what “History id:” and “History Function:” are doing there, because they have no filed 
and there isn’t anything written after them.

Chat
Unfortunately the chat didn’t seem to work because when trying to register with a 
phone number this error was shown:

Me
A default profile picture and cover could be shown. Also, not everyone should be 
able to remove/edit all the members to avoid accidents.
The link to ‘Material’ seems broken from this page.
Finally, the sidebar seems to be too small to for the icons (map, material, chat and 
me.)


